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 Had I a nose, it surely would be subject to bleeds. At this altitude, everything bleeds. But 

I’m giving myself away: already it must be clear I’m quite content to play along with the conceit 
of those who insist on fabricating a face from my light, my shadow, and the interplay of both on 
those nights when, a bit tipsy, I emerge from the cow shed of my blue sister to appear to them 
plump, buoyant, and hovering. “Can you see the Man in the Moon?” they ask their children, or 
their lovers-on-the-side, but they couldn’t be more mistaken. They have their Mother Earth, but 
why can’t they recognize its sister, their Moon? Oh, yes: their Moon. I don’t mind being a kept 
woman. Bereft of Venusian endowments, I compensate with a constant, though elusive, 
proximity; a smoldering, lurid passion. Prurient, to be sure: I have my darker side and, after all, 
this glowing coal itches. And she craves. I’ve given up on fulfillment, having learned through my 
own hard experience and the voyeuristic millennia I’ve spent watching the great sad pageant of 
life on sister Earth, that it remains always and ever one step beyond. So I’ve made an art of 
desire. A Yoga of yearning. Above all, I’ve constructed a weltanschauung out of weariness, a 
being-in-itself of boredom. Rarely touched, and then only in the most clinical way (except for that  
time I was golfed upon; or the one when the astronauts ran and leapt, their arms and legs stiff 
barometers of the joy they experienced from merely being with me, on me; or when they 
massaged me with the treads of their rover), I touch. In my own way, I touch. 
 Poets, and this I know, have felt my touch. Torch singers, too, roll their eyes upward at 
the crucial moment of true feeling in which the pangs of nostalgia for love lost, the ones I’m said 
to be so skilled at inspiring, burn their hearts. The eyes of the torch singers roll upward in their 
agonies, upward toward me. It’s a sad thing they’ve become such a rare species. They knew the 
yoga of yearning. Had I the arms to do so, I’d have gathered Edith Piaf in them and held her 
close, warmed her in “my” light (a cosmetic borrowed from that fiery transvestite), comforted 
her, even though her bravado in the face of La Vie en Rose always struck me as an absolute act of 
courage and belied a need for comforting. And I know Josephine Baker felt my touch when she 
took everyone by surprise and truly stripped herself bare: those times she knelt before the Parisian 
footlights and let the audience have it, right between the chambers of their jaded hearts, with that 
stricken voice she cold sometimes manage, the voice that could render one human again, even a 
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moon, the voice that could twist itself around J’ai Deux Amours. Yes, in the place where my heart 
might be, I carry the impression left by the voices of these forgotten torch singers.    
 As deeply as these women knew my touch, there were many, many others who 
maintained a calculated and short-changing distance, who never wanted to understand or who 
hadn’t the resources to come to terms with me through means subcognitive, surreal, or even 
telepathic. For me, they were the Tin Pan Alley of lunatics. Sailing along on a moonlit bay, they 
called me Mr. Moonlight and asserted my beam made their dream. Assuaging their consciences or 
calming their fears, these teenage werewolves declared I was only a paper moon hanging over a 
canvas sky and so ushered in an entire era devoted to the worship of simulacra. For some who, by 
the way, I did not see, but perceived standing alone, I was blue. Fancy that! And as far as being 
from Kentucky, well I don’t think I should deign to offer clarification on that misguided trope. 
Clarification: Claire de lune, n’est pas? Perpetrators of the myth I inspire mayhem when I appear 
to them “full” (as I’ve said, nothing more than another trick of space and light), they dressed me 
to suit their tastes, powdered me and rouged me, posed me according to their whim, invested me 
with all the detritus of their fears, disappointments, guilt and fetishes. So few wanted to close the 
gap between us, unbridgeable though it may be. Does their humanity not derive from their dream 
(alive in fewer and fewer of them, if you ask me) of spanning the impossible distances of the 
universe and the heart alike?
   All along I’ve suspected, even in the most earnest and sincere, a revulsion-attraction 
syndrome. It’s hard to say, compromised as I am by my lack of self-esteem. Pock marked, 
misshapen, orbit irregular, I’m not at all at peace with my so-called defects. And of course I’m 
aware of my other “attributes”: I’m barren, cold, lifeless, hostile, possessed of a dark side (go 
back to your Baudelaire: aren’t we all?), made of cheese (though nothing of the cheesecake is 
ever granted me), impassive. Yet what an effort was put forth merely to crease my dust with the 
human footprint, to defile me and make off with a packet of souvenirs (cold rocks, dry dust), play 
with me, play on me, decorate me with a fancy pennant, then blast away leaving nothing but the 
most meager tokens of their affection. At least I can lay claim to shinier souvenirs: I got the better 
of the bauble exchange. I like to think of them as my Valentines, suggestive, as they are, of a St. 
Valentine’s Day coyness. Millennia, it took, for those men to work up the means, the will, and the 
courage to come calling on me. Then, when they finally make their move, it’s nothing more than 
a few fleeting flirtations, a tickle and bump, then gone and not a word from them since. It seems 
Mars has caught their eye these days. What am I supposed to make of that? That they prefer a 
turgid red warrior to a soul sister? One would have thought Venus...
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 Passion eludes me. Fidelity is something for which I have no use. Maybe it’s the 
loneliness of my hours that’s driven me from the maw of the romantic to the realm of the erotic, a 
space in which fidelity is anathema. Teased as I’ve been, I’ll settle for the convulsions of a 
fleeting, but profound interlude: the desperate doorway embrace of sexual nomads. What use is 
an eternal, yet flaccid, fidelity to me? Were it not for the chains of gravity, I might long ago have 
abandoned the forced and stultifying relationship I share with my veiled blue sibling. In my 
darker moments, I daydream our galaxy toward a black hole into which everything would flow 
toward some new oblivion where matter might be arranged more democratically. Perhaps there 
would be no planets, moons, and stars, only anonymous dust and gas. Or, maybe, I would be the 
one with water and clouds to pretty me up, but my water would be magenta, my clouds mauve: no 
more the wall flower moving only in the shadow of her sister. Perhaps I wouldn’t be a moon, or 
planet, or any other sort of celestial entity. Perhaps there I would be poet or torch singer. Could be 
I’d reincarnate as Francois Mitterrand, but I think I’d prefer to come back as Tina Turner. In the 
universe of my daydreams, Tina Turner would be President of the Republic of France, Francois 
Mitterrand an icon of popular culture. Still, the President of the Republic of France would never 
be above phoning up Mick Jagger for a jam session in Versaille’s Great Hall of Mirrors: the only 
room capable of containing two such powerful egos. Afterward, we’d take the TGV to a ringless 
Saturn to calm ourselves at the corner table of the Cabaret Ma–ana. There, Juan Garcia Esquivel 
would conduct a quirky and magnificent orchestra, Mick and I sipping Negronis and joining in on 
the “zoo-zoos” and “pow-pows.” Between sets Mick would fire off deliciously naughty remarks 
to the various members of his entourage and brazenly pat my thigh beneath the table. Live 
television feeds from the galaxy’s most notorious brothels would enliven the glass walls, all 
manner of creatures copulating in an astonishing variety of combinations. Without ceremony, 
Mick would excuse himself for the evening, taking his entourage with him, leaving me to gnaw 
the end of my plastic swizzle stick and glide the wave of Esquivellian whimsy. But before I can 
completely surrender to a calcifying malaise, my ever-mindful aides-de-camp whisk me away 
from the Cabaret Ma–ana to the spare, some might say recklessly frugal office at the top of an 
immense structure, much bigger than le Tour Eiffel and designed to resemble a baobab tree, from 
which I direct the affairs of state. So as to eliminate any misconception, I should make it perfectly 
clear that the phrase “direct the affairs of state” means, in my case, listlessly signing reams of 
nondescript documents, pausing not one moment to ascertain their relevance. I’d use a fountain 
pen charged with a pungent ink of menstrual flow, iodine, absinthe, and trace elements of the 
tears of joy Gary Gilmore cried on learning that his wish for a death by firing squad would, after 
all, be granted.  
 Then it’s on to summits with Imams and potentates of every persuasion, representatives 
from the DOMs and TOMs, prime ministers duller than the electorates who swept them into 
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office; photo opportunities with infants and the firefighters who pulled them from buildings 
engulfed by flame; 102-year-old women whose frame of reference has become so arcane as to 
lend their reminiscences the impression they’re composed in the music of other languages, other 
worlds; decorated warriors and peace prize winners alike. Nothing to do but flash the pearlies and 
bear it: big wheel keep on turnin’. Still, there’s enough time in my 35-hour day to scribble a story 
on sheets of yellow, legal-size paper about a trader’s dangerous journey up a poisoned river to an 
artist colony on the edge of a Philadelphia not so much post-nuclear as post-post-industrial. 
Though I hate to think Tina Turner capable of sliding into such a genre, I suppose you could call 
the thing science fiction. I title it “Into the Aneurysm” and, for kicks, sign it “Gene Krupa” (Trap 
Master, King of the Hide Beaters, mad Drummin’ Man for the Benny Goodman Orchestra). For 
further kicks I funnel the piece to a known, and therefore completely ineffectual, CIA mole who’s 
long been disowned by the “pickle factory,” but who still enjoys feeling as if he’s “making a 
contribution.” My operatives instruct Monsieur Mole to spirit the piece to the battered desk of a 
disturbed writer living in a warehouse in North Philadelphia. This writer, now working as head 
counterman for the St. George Diner, 6th and Walnut, had once been a respected, award-winning 
reporter for the Washington Post. But, when the guy penned an unfavorable article on yours truly 
for the “Living” section, I started spinning my webs, whipping my world-wide network of 
operatives into action, piece by piece dismantling his credibility, not to mention his career, his 
reputation, his sanity. (Reporters beware: don’t mess with Tina Turner.) Having recently learned 
this writer not only had begun to dabble in fiction, but, in his near dementia, was having difficulty 
accepting authority over his own manuscripts, I saw the perfect opportunity to turn the screw a 
little tighter. I was so able to manipulate events he came to believe it was Krupa himself who’d 
written the thing. My powers remain without equal.

 The Earth is too much with me: its detritus cheapens my dreams. I blame it all on this 
damned, wobbling, synchronous orbit forcing my face always toward my buxom blue sister. If I 
had it in me to do so, I’d turn my mottled ass to Earth, take a tip from Hubble and cast my gaze 
outward to the edges of our galaxy, the act of which, in it’s way, would amount to nothing more 
than a universal naval gaze, a contemplation of being on a vast scale. Bore holes into space: that’s 
what they’re calling it at NASA these days. Perhaps I’d be no less mired in this eternal torpor, but  
certainly these ho-hum orbital fantasies of mine would reach escape velocity, move beyond their 
earthly pedestrianism, their solar provinciality. And I take little solace in my glacial escape from 
that overbearing sibling of mine: 3.8 centimeters per Earth year isn’t enough to inspire hope. 
Billions of years of misery then, one day, I’ll drip free. And to what? To fall into the arms of that 
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lucky old transvestite Sun in a blaze of self-pity? To swing out into the solar system for a brief 
few million years only to be captured by a retarded cousin? My options are few and chilling. A far 
cry, to be sure, from all those stories casting me as the daughter of Zeus and Leto (at least the 
ancients sexed me right). I’m still puzzled about the identity of Apollo, though I know such 
speculation over supposed links between myth and so-called objective reality are fractious at best. 
I’ve heard the makers of sheer myth castigated, watched as they’ve been shunned for having had 
the gall to accept their own imaginations as one with the universe. Is it truly the nature of 
humanity to preoccupy itself with negating every instance in which the human is manifest? The 
torch singers are no more. Stylists in every genre languish. Were I to find it in myself, I’d create a 
lunature, unfurl it in the face of that particular species of earthling inadequacy, play bongos on 
the hollow buckets of so-called cultures and philosophies.  
 A wisened old master once asserted that, to be a writer, one must be a proficient typist 
and possess the ability to endure long periods of sitting and solitude. The rest was a matter of 
keeping your eyes open. Certainly, I’m a past master in the art of solitude. And, as for the typing, 
what I lack in fingers I surely make up in sheer mass and gravitational will: are not the tides 
impressive examples of my ability to get things done from a position of watchful solitude? If only 
the astronauts would have left a few reams of paper and a Royal Quiet DeLuxe with automatic 
correcting ribbon on their visit the universe would have witnessed a prodigious pouring forth of 
the new lunature. I would have assumed my station in the pantheon of writers: Virginia Woolf, 
Djuna Barnes, Mary Shelly, Nathalie Surrault, Janet Frame, Mary Butts, Mary Wollstonecraft 
Shelley, Marie-Claire Blais, Mina Loy, the Moon. A nice enough daydream, but I’m not so sure 
there’s room in the universe for a creative moon: I know my place even as I choke on it. Moons 
are relegated to the most seen-and-not-heard, stifling spaces.
 So, what’s left? I pass my 29-day cycles in front of the greatest television set going. Long 
on the tele but short on the vision (we moons indulge in less obvious means of perception, though 
speaking in terms of ‘vision’ or ‘eyes’ sometimes gets my point across more easily), it livens a 
screen composed of my sister’s skin. Or, as I prefer to maintain, half-sister’s: there’s no 
documentation demonstrating with any degree of certainty we’re of the same womb. And the 
silence to which she’s treated me these long eons has all the hallmarks of loathing for an adopted 
sibling. Pay no mind to what so-called scientists are saying: those assertions I’m some kind of 
incomplete or retarded clone are ridiculous. In my language, adoption and capture are 
interchangeable terms. My more generous moments are given over to the belief that the sad 
pageant playing over my sister’s skin (even I shy away from that horribly scientific term, crust) is 
little more than her way of opening up a dialogue. So recently has it begun, I’ve reason to hope 
this is the case: a mellowing with age: the remorse of the years catching up with her. For quite 
some time I had no name for this indirect communication of hers, then there it was, glowing from 
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Puerto del Sol to Bird in the Hand to Ghuang Zhu to Leeds: TV. Just as everywhere they glowed 
for astronauts and terranauts alike, so did the watchers, particularly when they weren’t watching, 
make for me a television to the Nth power, infinitely superior to their boxes fitted with cathode 
ray tubes and other clunky tangles of electronics.
 I tune in to a never-ending program in which eloquence and bombast play rugby with 
compassion and self-interest. They use, as the mood strikes them, suffering, delight, or an unripe 
cantaloupe for a ball (oh, and of course, a human head, freshly detached, is an age-old favorite). 
Sometimes the heads play and use eloquence or bombast as a ball. It’s always changing, ever in 
flux. The field runs laterally across the surface of sister Earth’s skin and vertically to the very 
depths of all the consciousness contained there on. No rules shape the play; there are no referees 
to whom one might appeal. Sometimes there’s a headlong dash, but mostly it’s just scrum. 
Scrummage and scrummage and scrummage. From the computer programmer trying to cheat the 
newsboy out of a nickel to the architect plopping a glass pyramid in front of the Louvre; from 
World War II to a balding barber daubing at an earlobe nick with styptic and tissue shred; from 
the coronation of Charlemagne to the blood, sweat, and tears shed by the effects crew that turned 
DeMille’s Jello into the celluloid parting of the Red Sea; from the husband’s first go at a dirty 
diaper to the old woman knocking gypsy moth nests from her apple tree with a fishing rod: 
scrummage. Best of all, no one interrupts to sell me things: TV purified of its basest motivation.
 Though hardly the most sensational program, I hold dear “The Meteorologist and the 
Fisherman.” Like everyone else in the universe, I’ve no built-in immunity to flattery, and the 
daily attention those weather- and fisher-folk pay to my tidal assertions is a flattery most 
gratifying. I thrill to see them pouring over their tidal charts and wonder how many recognize 
these texts as just one salvo in my crusade to overwhelm the universal consciousness with a 
ubiquity called lunature. Ah me, not many, I’m afraid. Still, I allow myself the indulgence I’m a 
fishermoon, and, if fish for flattery in earthling consultations of tidal charts I must, so be it. We’re 
all fishing for something.
 I thought I’d reeled in a big one during those brief moments of so-called lunar expedition. 
Talk about flattery, here I saw an invitation to be part of the very programming I’d been viewing; 
to play the lead, even. Imagine, a lunar Alice slipping through the screen and mixing it up with 
the cast! So much attention was directed toward little ol’ me, and away from sister Earth, I was 
sure her oceans would boil and turn green with the algae of envy. Or maybe, just maybe, I 
thought, this new attention was evidence of a deeper warming on the part of that sister of mine, a 
sister who, behind the scenes, ever careful to preserve her pride, her dignity in the face of 
powerful emotion, was pulling the strings, working the earthlings up on her behalf, making a 
request, if you will, of the human orchestra to play a special number for her sister, her Moon, on 
the occasion of a long-overdue reconciliation. But, as I must already have intimated, hope and 
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naivetŽ played a number on me. My role on the casting couch, it seems, was far more intriguing 
to the producers than the bit-part grudgingly handed me. But I was a trooper. I went through with 
the deal, my disappointment evincing but a mechanical performance. Scriptless, it was hard to 
compete with those weighty one-liners: “Houston, the Eagle has landed,” or, “...one small step for 
man, one giant leap for mankind.” I think they even sang show tunes. The deck most certainly 
was stacked against me. Like Godzilla, I was awesome, but, ultimately, nothing more than the 
thing to be conquered. Earth folk got their kicks, the astronauts their place in earth history, and all 
I got was this lousy tee-shirt (if you’ll pardon the metaphor).
 Such was my brush with show business. Like the girl they couldn’t keep down on the 
farm, I was seduced by the bright lights of the stage, the attention they promised; dreamed myself 
into the center of a true celluloid epic, a Technicolor Cinemascope blockbuster mixing science, 
adventure, suspense poetry, and romance. But, when all was said and done, what I’d had was little 
more than a short run with a dog-and-pony show, the intentional Vaudeville snoozer the cruelty of 
which was to allow the “artiste” to believe in her talent, her “calling,” when all the theater 
manager wanted was an act guaranteed to clear the joint out in time for the next show. It was 
never an accident that the sallow face of that poor, deluded soul left less of an impression than the 
various tails and snouts of her menagerie. 
 Still, I miss those gentlemen callers. Lunanauts, I call them. During those clumsy 
rendezvous in which I was both set and foil, they engaged me and, no matter how limited, 
allowed me a role, a role that made me a different moon. Since their visit, and sudden withdrawal, 
I’ve become much more cautious, much more careful, yet at the same time more creative with 
notions like desire, hope, longing. Perhaps, I’ve given myself wholly over to the vicarious. Never 
more so than now, now that “The Meteorologist and the Fisherman” has lost ground in my 
Nielson’s book of consciousness to the economically titled “Maria.” 

Admittedly, I was first drawn to her out of a weakness for flattery, but Maria’s is a flattery 
so unselfish, so bereft of ulterior motives, so absolutely pure as to shame me into thinking it 
flattery at all. Maria’s turned to me in such a private, desperate way; made of me a nail on which 
to hang her desolation, escaped to me in her direst moments of hunger and need; found in me 
demi-consolation and reconciled herself to what I am: an inescapable demi of a spirit, silent, far 
removed, incapable of a healing embrace or those inane yet soothing words of understanding. 
Determined to work me into something more, she takes consolation in my enduring presence 
even on those nights when the sky is obscured by cloud. 

On clear nights, I’ve watched her drag easel, canvas, and tackle box full of paints, 
brushes, and knives to the roof of the Philadelphia row house where she lives with her husband. 
Most often on those nights, particularly when I appear to them as “full,” the husband’s not home. 
What little compunction Maria would otherwise have about making a studio of her rooftop drifts 
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away across the Delaware. It takes her several trips up the steep staircase, the last two bearing 
first a galvanized pail filled with ice, then either a bottle of Chardonnay or six pack of Rolling 
Rock. Even on cool nights, when she recognizes the value of her thick alpaca sweater, she goes 
through with this ritual. Her husband finds other avenues in which to assuage his desolation, or 
wallow in it, but he’s never once sought to join his desolation with Maria’s, on the roof or 
elsewhere. In his inward turning, he’s turned away from her. For her part, she hasn’t tried very 
hard to rein him in. She’s turned outward, and away from him; outward, and toward me.

Sometimes, she stretches her own canvases, first tacking together the frame then 
fumbling with the fabric, working to get the corner folds right, using her feet and legs to help hold 
everything together while she gropes for the staple gun with free hand and secures an area of 
canvas with a couple squeezes of its handle. A pain in the ass, she thinks, but it allows her more 
options than the paltry selection of pre-stretched canvases they keep in stock at Utrecht. When 
feeling slap-dash, she’ll fashion cardboard canvases out of the panels of a fresh box she’s 
retrieved from the dumpster behind her home. Lately, she’s taken to painting on old windows, 
pains of glass, and mirrors, experimenting with an astonishing variety of media, enriching her 
palate. Her subject matter, however, remains limited, her daubs and scrapes and strokes plied 
solely in the pursuit of reproducing my image. Had I a heart, it would by now have melted from 
watching her concentrate on this task, shift her gaze between the canvas and that portion of the 
sky I happen to occupy, evaluate her palate as best she can in the light I reflect and the hazy, 
ambient glow of the city at night. 

Up on her roof, at work, making beautiful the image of a plain-Jane moon she’s never 
met, she permits herself this indulgence, allows herself peace, and, every now and again, achieves 
an immersion so deep she drifts free of paralyzing speculation about the daughter who left home 
without a word, free of the grinding loneliness she feels even during those moments in which her 
husband seems to have shaken free of his own desolation. Most nights, however, Teddy tells her 
he can’t sleep, can’t sit still, then leaves the house for hours-long walks that carry him all over the 
city. Sometimes he calls her from McGlinchy’s at one, one thirty in the morning, his voice 
beginning to rasp from Camels and Maker’s Mark, and she’s relieved he hasn’t been mugged, 
beaten. Take a cab home, she tells him. Then she hangs up and gets pissed off, not because he’s 
left her at home, not because he’s called her, half in the bag, from McGlinchy’s, not because he’s 
been on a medical leave of absence from the Daily News for three months. Indeed, his calls from 
McGlinchy’s, when he makes them, are moments in which she feels him most human, most in 
touch. No, she gets pissed off because his ego will allow him no other explanation for Mary’s 
disappearance than his so-called negligent parenting. She gets pissed off because he’s cloaked this 
sense of responsibility in cockeyed guilt and an ill-tempered self-pity. She gets pissed because, 
sometimes, hanging up his coat, she finds the pockets stuffed with loose sheets of notepad paper 
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on which he’s drawn little maps tracing the route of his walk. On them, he’s referenced certain 
spots with letters, letters that correspond to other sheets on which he’s drawn crude, annotated 
sketches of the landmark indicated by the letter on the map: A, Drake Hotel, 15th and Spruce, 
once an Art Deco shrine, now junked up with studio apartments. B, E-Z Park garage, 11th and 
Market, dirty and dark; a perfect place to find a body. C, Washington Square, 6th and Walnut, 
Revolutionary War dead buried beneath the walks and benches; shrine with eternal flame 
teenagers try to extinguish with urine. His nonchalant attitude toward these maps and notes 
makes her crazy. She’s found them in the kitchen wastebasket, under the bed, in the pages of a 
book she’s taken from the shelf, between sofa cushions. Whatever purpose these notes serve him, 
it’s elusively fleeting. Perhaps what she finds most frustrating in this map business is her own 
irrational reluctance to be frank, to take him to task, to ask him what he’s up to. Once, she 
plucked the maplettes and their corresponding detail sketches from the coffee table and resolved 
to visiting the indicated locales herself. She’d bring along her supplies, paint the landmarks he’d 
sketched, and present him with the paintings. The next evening, at twilight, she found herself at 
Penn’s Landing, determined to render the Ben Franklin Bridge in murky oils. In the lower left-
hand quadrant, she’d affix his sketch of the bridge by pressing it into the thick, wet paint. She 
fancied a voodoo in this union that might span the distance that had grown between them. But, as 
night slipped over the Delaware and I ascended above Camden, the bridge became, for her, an 
afterthought. My image began to dominate the canvas, large and yellow, the only object in the 
composition she could make out in the ill light. The Ben Franklin turned out little more than a 
shadow and Teddy’s sketch, forgotten on the concrete path, drifted away with the wind coming 
off the river. 

Recalling that night I can’t help but feel a twinge of remorse. Had my path not carried me 
directly into her nightscape, she might have realized her original vision of the voodoo painting 
and achieved the desired effect. I mean, who’s to say making a gift of it to Teddy might not have 
cast a longed-for humanizing spell over them both? Rather, she added one more to her collection 
of moons, became, in her way, lunatic. To her astonishment, she discovered a shop dedicated to 
globes. To her delight, she found within it a lunar globe, which she immediately purchased. She 
also found a book, Encyclopedia of the Moon, and smirked when she read, “The Maria, which 
comprise about 16 percent of the Moon’s surface, are huge impact craters that were later flooded 
by molten lava.” Droll metaphorical implications jumped out of that sentence; she mulled them 
over for some time. Still does. More often, she’s acquainting herself with the names of the Maria, 
and my other features, and is particularly fond of Mare Cognitum, “Sea that has become known.” 
Had she the Latin to do so, she’d conjugate it into her favorite tense, future perfect, so that it 
might become “Sea that will have become known,” a name shimmering with open-ended 
promise. Not satisfied with the binoculars she uses to get a better look at me, she sometimes 
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thinks of herself as “She who will have purchased a telescope,” but tries to content herself with 
the encyclopedia’s photographs of my Sea of Fecundity, Sea of Serenity, Sea of Nectar, Mare 
Tranquillitatis (she enjoys the staccato tickle of Latin tranquillity on her tongue, even while 
envisioning the Pope intoning from his balcony to the faithful, “Ma-re Tran-quil -li- taaaaaa-tis”). 
These names soothe her, please her. She thinks, I’m going to paint Mare Marginis, Sea of the 
Edge, and try to infuse it with something of Mary, her spirit, her verve, her edge. 

It occurs to Maria that she admires her daughter, has admired her for some time, and 
she’s not sure if this has been such a good thing. Even now, Mary’s whereabouts unknown, she 
can’t help but admire her. Punk rocker in parochial plaid, she had a way of charming the nuns, 
even those from orders still given to habits and intimidation. Her intellect and relative manners 
softened her in the sisters’ eyes even as they distanced her from both the Kennedy High social 
elite and part-time-punk rowdies alike. Her chopped blond hair, sometimes dyed bright red, 
earned her a reputation she undermined by her membership in the forensics society which, in 
turn, she undermined by forming a punky band with several of her “frenz” and naming it, to the 
distaste of the nuns who’d been cool to her, the disappoint of those who’d become a bit fond, 
“Hail Mary.” No one knew quite what to make of her. Oddly, she could pick and choose the 
circles in which she moved even as she offended all of them. She could do no wrong. Waiting 
until the last minute to begin a research paper for a junior-year history course, she spent almost 48 
straight hours on a 30-page paper detailing Adolf Hitler’s 1924 Beer Hall Putsch, capping the 
paper with an attached diatribe to her instructor, Sister Miriam, in which she rudely and 
deliriously criticized the good sister for having had the gall to assign a project “so clearly outside 
the scope of a high school history class.” Maria’d tried to talk Mary out of attaching her note, but 
Mary insisted. When Sister Miriam passed the paper back to her, the note was still attached. On it 
was Mary’s grade, an A, and a pithy remark from Miriam: “I’m sorry you feel this way, Mary.” 

It was about that time Maria started wearing her hair chopped, too, (though professionally 
chopped) and taking a deeper interest in her daughter. She started dwelling on the disparity 
between her art history education and her loan officer profession. She discovered a joy in 
spending time with Mary, and marveled at the knowledge she possessed: the girl knew so much 
about World War II, its politics, the battles, and especially the oblong psycho machia played out 
in the final days of der Fuhrerbunker; she could make palatable her teenage nihilism with a 
double-edged wit; she would fire off remarks both droll and discomfiting: “Feminists pull the rug 
out from under their own feet by working too hard at it.” Eventually, it was Mary who’d helped 
convince Maria to give up the bank for something, no matter how modest, to do with her interest 
in art.

Sisterly is the word Maria settles on when she thinks of Mary, of the relationship they 
enjoyed. She frowns on sororal, which, to her mind, sounds clinical and in no way as chummy as 
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its brother, fraternal. When Maria decided to turn her back on Penn National to manage Gallery 
Baobab, Mary’d positively squealed. A girlish eruption of the type she was usually so careful to 
guard against, it was all the encouragement Maria needed. The bank was old. Baobab was young. 
Maria still felt young. Looked young. Was young. Forty’s young, n’est pas? Hadn’t she and Mary, 
on occasion, been mistaken for sisters? Hell, what she didn’t know about managing a ceramics 
gallery she’d learn. She had that art history degree. She had a pal in her daughter. She wore a 
leather jacket and listened to her daughter’s records. She knew about Joy Division and Killing 
Joke. She did not join the neighborhood bridge club. She somehow managed not to look foolish 
doing any of this. “I haven’t looked foolish,” she wonders. “Have I?” She was abandoned by her 
daughter just when they’d become so close. Without a good-bye, without a note, without one 
word. “Maybe it was our names: too close. Maria. Mary. Everything too close.” She’d enjoyed so 
much with Mary. Now she imagines her in some sort of lunar territory, someplace like Arizona, or 
New Mexico; someplace over which UFOs are frequently reported performing one variety of 
aerobatics or another; someplace far from the city lights, where the moon is stark against the 
night sky. “I’m not going to paint Mare Marginis, I’m going to paint Mary Marginis.” Teddy she 
will depict in Labyrinthus, a complex of intersecting valleys. 

One night, she promises herself, she will make her own expedition into Labyrinthus, 
chart it on her own maps just as she’s been charting other kinds of expeditions on canvas and 
cardboard, glass and mirror. She’ll make special note of the landmarks she encounters, sketch 
them out in a sketchbook, correlate the sketches with her notes and with an actual map of the city. 
Of course, as she well knows, such expeditions, no matter how far afield they may lead her, 
terminate always and ever at McGlinchy’s, 15th and Spruce Streets. There she will find Teddy, or 
wait until he arrives. She’ll corral him in a booth and demand to see his maps, his notes, his 
sketches. On the table between them, she’ll spread a map of Philadelphia and with red marking 
pen trace the paths of their expeditions. Blue half-moon icons will denote the landmarks visited 
by Maria; orange crosses, Ts really, the stations observed by Teddy. When she’s finished, she will 
have created their map, have charted their course through Labyrinthus. In grand abstractions and 
mincing gestures they’ll discuss the pattern their mutual and sometimes intersecting expeditions 
have created, they’ll remark the terrain of this or that sidewalk, catalogue the fauna seen 
scurrying in the alleys and beneath dumpsters, imitate the looks shot their way by wary, timid, or 
suspicious passersby. When they’ve had enough of this game, Mary’ll lead Teddy home and up to 
the roof. On this night, she’ll begin his portrait. The Moon, she thinks, will be relegated to its 
Moonly function as backdrop, as light source imparting to the flesh that particularly 
unwholesome pallor so dear to Ed Wood and all the other B-movie masters. She’ll hand Teddy 
her binoculars and introduce him to those features of mine with which she’s become so familiar. 
And, if giddy enough, she’ll walk him down to the basement where she’s stored away her oeuvre. 
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By the inelegant and dusty light of a single incandescent bulb she’ll cart out the product of her 
Lunar Period, linger over “Mare Marginis,” dote on “Sinus Aestuun,” become nostalgic over 
“Sinus Amoris.” 

Only half-heartedly daubing at her canvas, Maria plays a game, tests how much 
collegiate French she’s retained, recites a list of fictitious lunar seas: Mer de Chausseur, Hunter’s 
Sea? or Sea of Shoes? No, the latter would be Chaussures. She always mixed the two, but only 
sometimes intentionally. Mer de Mutisme, Sea of Silence; Mer de Gardons, Sea of Roaches; Mer 
de L’Ennui, Sea of Boredom. Surely, she thinks, there must be a Sea of Boredom. Laying her 
brush on the easel’s tray, she retreats into the house to consult Encyclopedia of the Moon. Mare 
Humbodtianum, Sea of Alexander von Humboldt, yes. Mare Smythii, Sea of William Henry 
Smyth, yes. Sea of Boredom, no. Nor Sea of Yearning. Nor Sea of Weariness. Astonished, she has 
clear recollection of identifying these features through her binoculars, features she’d sought out 
only after having read about them in Encyclopedia of the Moon, of outlining her approach to 
each, strategizing their composition, playing out this strategy on canvas. I’ve identified lunar seas 
that do not exist, she thinks. I’ve painted them. How much of the Moon, she wonders, have I 
invented? Maria rubs her tired eyes, grinding into the lids a faint mascara of Virdian and 
Phthalocyanine Blue. No more painting tonight.

Maria’s McGlinchy’s is a bar with no name at the corner of 13t and Pine. By long local 
tradition it’s referred to as Dirty Frank’s which, while dirty enough, is in no way connected to 
anyone named Frank. Wall space a safe remove from the dart board is devoted to an ongoing 
exhibit of the work of local artists, mostly students attending the Philadelphia College of Art. On 
more than one occasion Maria’s Moonscapes have done a tour of duty there, dimming under a 
film of nicotine before returning to her unsold. 

The students usually drift in around ten or eleven o’clock, having been preceded by an 
after-work crowd of neighborhood demi-professionals whom, in turn, had been preceded by an 
assortment of elderly alcoholics and street types. Fond of the students, even the ones merely using 
their so-called art studies as a crowbar for one species of post-adolescent rebellion or another, 
Maria likes to spend an occasional evening at Dirty Frank’s, alone, sometimes meeting up with 
one or two of the students who’ve come to know her, but often simply sitting at the bar, 
eavesdropping on the students’ conversations, sipping a Rolling Rock, and marveling at a jukebox 
capable of containing The Meatmen and Mario Lanza; Josephine Baker and Joy Division; The 
Buzzcocks and Billy Holiday, Piaf and Public Image Limited. These juxtapositions fascinate her, 
as do the people making the selections. So many times it’s the punky looking kid who feeds the 
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machine a quarter for “God Bless the Child”; so many times the mousy girl in skirt and sweater 
who kicks things up with “Search and Destroy.” Were Mary a couple years older, were Mary not 
gone, Maria would love to spend time with her here. Perhaps, she hopes, they’ll have a reunion 
here. They’ll sit here at the bar, pump some quarters into the juke box, cue the ballads and torch 
songs, and, sentimental, catch each other up. Just as quickly as she composes it, Maria realizes 
this dream will never be. Mary will return, of this she’s convinced, but hers will be the return of a 
daughter not so much prodigal as purified, purified of a mother’s awkward proximity. Hers will 
be the return of a daughter, period. I’m not, Maria reminds herself, Mary’s sister. I’m her mother. 
There are rules about such things, rules that impose a certain remove. I made an artifice of 
sisterhood. Mary could never have wanted that. No wonder, Maria thinks, Mary slipped away 
from us. Then she rebukes herself for indulging in the very same cockeyed guilt she pins on 
Teddy.  

From amidst the chatter and the jukebox, Maria catches the word Andalou. It’s playing at 
Theater of the Living Arts: Un Chien Analou. Bu–uel. She’s seen the handbills posted around the 
neighborhood. Maria remembers an episode from college days in which a friend had told her she 
absolutely must see Un Chien Andalou. But, the friend cautioned, when you see the clouds slide 
across the moon, look away...unless you have a strong stomach, look away. With a 
recommendation like that, how could she not look? She went to Un Chien Andalou, she watched 
the clouds slide across the moon, and she watched the razor slide across the eyeball. For an 
instant, the audience was horrified by the incision and the black fluid it released. Maria was 
horrified, too. But what if, instead of black fluid, the rendered tissue was peeled back to reveal 
another eyeball; a live one, not the eyeball of a slaughtered goat? 

Already I feel the twinge of another relationship on the wane. Maria’d invested so much 
in me, experienced so much through me, and I through her. For a time, it was as if we were of a 
single mind, so much so I’m not certain whether it was I, or Maria, who’d conceived the Yoga of 
yearning. Now, as she makes her way down Pine Street on her way to McGlinchy’s, to Teddy, I 
feel her receding from me, and at a much greater pace than 3.8 centimeters per Earth year. 
Natural, I suppose. People pass in an out of my orbit, make contact, touch me, are touched by me.  
You have other things to occupy your thoughts now, Maria. You’ve spent enough time on your 
Moon, painted enough of her seas. You can always come back to her, if you like. She’s not going 
anywhere soon. She’ll keep watching, checking in; sometimes a little weary, sometimes a little 
bored, but, as ever, holding a perfect pose. 
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